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Naturally, an industry growing at that speed is likely to create many opportunities 
for investors. For this reason, eToro has launched its DroneTech CopyPortfolio 
– a fully allocated thematic investment portfolio focused specifically on drone 
stocks.  

Designed to provide long-term investors with exposure to the drone technology 
growth sector, this portfolio allocates some of the most exciting drone stocks in 
the world, while minimising risk for investors through its diversified approach. 

In recent years, drones, or unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), have become an 
increasingly familiar sight. Regularly used for photography and videography, or 
often simply as toys, drones have been a big hit with consumers. 

However, what many people don’t realise is that drone technology actually has 
the potential to completely revolutionise a wide range of industries. From food 
delivery to crop inspection, drones have thousands of practical applications 
and today, companies all over the world are putting them to work in order to 
increase efficiency, lower costs, and provide better experiences for customers. 
Drone technology already appears to be disrupting industries, and looking 
ahead, the possibilities for mainstream commercial use are endless. 

At the end of 2018, the global drone market was worth approximately $13 billion. 
Yet analysts believe that by 2025, the market could be worth a staggering $144 
billion. Projected to grow at over 40% per year in the next few years, the drone 
industry could be one of the fastest-growing areas of the entire technology 
market. 

Add Drone-Tech to your Watchlist

Your capital is at risk

“Drones overall will be more impactful than I think people 
recognize, in positive ways to help society”. Bill Gates

https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/renewableenergy/stats
https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/dronetech/stats
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of Drone Technology
The Importance

$144 billion

41% 200%

Projected value of the drone 
industry by 2025

the forecast annualised 
growth rate of the 
drone market between 
now and 2025

commercial drones 
expected to be registered 
with the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) by 2023

time it takes for an Amazon 
drone to deliver an order

Acres of farmland that 
can be inspected by a 
drone in one flight

lives saved by 
drones in 2017

budget that the US 
Department of Defense 
requested for drones in 2019

projected growth 
of the commercial 
drone industry 
between 2019 and 
2023

835,000 

30 minutes 1,000 65

$9.4 billion

 *Forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance. Your capital is at risk
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Drone Technology

Major Events
April 2014
Google buys Titan Aerospace, 
a maker of high-altitude 
solar-powered drones to help 
provide internet access to 
remote regions of the world

September 2014
Logistics group DHL 
launches its commercial 
drone 'parcelcopter' 
delivery service

July 2015
Sony announces that it is 
teaming up with robotics 
company ZMP to create 
commercial drones 

September 2015
The NFL is the first major US 
sports league to get federal 
approval to use drones

March 2016
The world’s largest drone 
maker DJI releases the 
Phantom 4 drone, which has 
smart computer vision and 
machine learning capabilities

November 2016
Domino’s Pizza delivers 
a pizza by drone in New 
Zealand 

September 2017
Dubai conducts its 
first test of a drone taxi 
service 

May 2018
Microsoft announces 
a strategic partnership 
with DJI 

April 2019
Google’s Wing receives its 
FAA Air Carrier Certification 
and launches its home 
delivery services in Australia 

June 2019
The FAA grants Uber 
the right to test 
commercial food 
delivery via drone in 
San Diego



Current Trends
Drone-Tech

While the drone story is still in its early days, 
UAVs are already used in a number of industries 
today. Here’s a look at three industries in which 
they currently play a key role. 
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enables farmers to see their fields from the sky, 
and this bird's-eye view is extremely useful. Drone 
imagery, which can leverage the power of advanced 
technologies such as artificial intelligence and image 
processing, can reveal issues such as irrigation 
problems, soil variation, and pest infestations, 
meaning the technology can help farmers keep 
their crops in optimal condition. Thanks to vastly 
improved drone technology, farmers can now 
inspect up to 1,000 acres of farmland per hour, 
which saves them a huge amount of time and 
effort. 

Additionally, drones can also be used for planting 
and crop spraying. Drone planting systems can 
reduce planting costs by 75%, while aerial crop 
spraying with drones is up to five times faster 
compared to traditional spraying techniques. 

With food consumption rising rapidly due to 
the world’s increasing population, agricultural 
producers will have to embrace new technologies 
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Defence 

Defence is the largest market for drone technology 
at present and likely to remain the largest market 
in the near term. In its fiscal 2019 budget proposal 
alone, the US Department of Defense requested 
a budget of $9.4 billion for unmanned systems 
and associated technologies, which demonstrates 
just how important drones have become to the 
defence industry.  

Today, defence forces across the world work 
with drones of all sizes, ranging from large, jet-
sized aircraft, to stealth quadcopters, the size of a 
small bird. Used for tasks such as enemy tracking, 
intelligence gathering, and chemical detection, 
drones open up access to places that are dangerous 
or impractical to access, while keeping pilots out of 
harm’s way. Relative to traditional manned aircraft, 
UAVs made by the likes of AeroVironment are seen 
as safer, cheaper, and often more effective. 

Within the defence industry, current drone 
technology has already surpassed traditional 
manned aircraft in many areas including 
endurance, range, and safety, however, research 
and development is far from over. The next 
generation of drones used by defence forces is 
likely to have even greater stealth, range, payload, 
and communication capabilities.

Agriculture 

Another industry that has already adopted drone 
technology is agriculture. Agricultural drones 
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in the years ahead to increase productivity and 
drones are likely to be part of the solution. 

Photography and videography

Drones have also been a major development within 
the photography space in recent years as they 
have revolutionised aerial photography. Fitted with 
advanced technology including high-resolution 
cameras and image-stabilisation systems, drones 
have become an important tool for photographers 
as they enable the capture of unique viewpoints. 
And drone photography is used in a wide range 
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using small aircraft or helicopters. However, now 
they can be captured with drone technology at 
a fraction of the cost. Similarly, drone footage is 
now frequently used for live sporting events. Fox 
Sports, for example, regularly uses drone footage 
at football and baseball matches to provide an 
enhanced experience for viewers. Drone footage 
is also very effective for golf coverage as it can 
provide viewers with a birds-eye view of the course. 
Cinematographers are also finding increasingly 
creative ways to use drone technology. For instance, 
in the 2012 James Bond film Skyfall, drones were 
used to film the dramatic motorcycle chase at 
the beginning of the film. Today, aerial footage 
captured by drones has become so common in 
television and films that we barely notice it. . 

of industries. For example, real estate agents now 
often use drones to capture aerial photos of the 
properties they are selling, as research shows that 
properties that have aerial photos sell nearly 60% 
faster than properties without. Sports teams also 
now use drone imagery to enhance their training 
methods. For example, Premier League club 
Everton has been using drone technology to go 
over tactics for years now. 

In addition, drones have changed the way that 
television and films are made. In the past, sweeping 
panoramic shots of cities or oceans were captured 

Add Drone-Tech to your Watchlist

Your capital is at risk

https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/renewableenergy/stats
https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/dronetech/stats
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Drone technology has the potential to disrupt a 
diverse range of industries, however, one thing 
that is currently holding the technology back is 
regulation. The rapid growth of the drone industry 
in recent years has outpaced the development of 
rules and regulations that govern their use and 
this is hindering innovation. 

Currently, drone regulations in many countries are 
quite restrictive. For example, in the UK, drones 
must be kept within eyesight and are banned 
from flying above a height of 122 metres. From a 
commercial point of view, these kinds of regulations 
are prohibitive as the high costs associated with 
manually operating drones reduce the appeal of 
the technology. For the use of drones to really take 
off in the commercial world, they need to be able 
to operate autonomously. 

Drones Regulation
It’s not particularly surprising that regulators have 
concerns over drones as they can potentially be 
harmful to society. For example, between January 
2018 and November 2018 there were 117 near-
misses between planes and drones in the UK 
according to the British Airline Pilots Association, 
and in December 2018, drones flying over Gatwick 
airport caused serious travel disruption and 
impacted over a thousand flights. 

However, regulators appear to understand the 
benefits that drones can bring to society, and in 
the years ahead it’s highly likely that we will see 
drone regulations relaxed. There are signs that 
this is already happening, with Amazon and Uber 
recently being granted permission to trial their 
respective drone services in the US. Further easing 
of restrictions should enable drone technology to 
hit new heights in the commercial world. 
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Drone-Tech 
Future Trends
Drone technology is already playing a 
major role in industries such as defence, 
agriculture, and photography. Yet in 
the coming years, we are likely to see 
unmanned vehicles disrupt a broad range 
of other industries. Here’s a look at five 
potential uses of drones.  
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Delivery services 

Without a doubt, one of the biggest potential uses 
of UAVs is delivery services and many companies 
have already begun trialling drone delivery 
services. For example, in 2014, logistics group 
DHL launched its commercial drone 'parcelcopter' 
delivery service, while in early 2019, UPS trialled 
the transportation of medical supplies via drone. 

More recently, Amazon Prime Air, which was 
launched in 2013, has been given permission by the 

FAA to test its delivery drones in the US. This service, 
which will be able to get orders to customers in just 
30 minutes, is expected to start delivering goods 
in the near future. Fully autonomous, Amazon’s 
drones can fly up to 15 miles and deliver packages 
weighing up to 2.2 kilograms.

Food delivery by drone is another theme that is 
gaining traction and a number of companies are 
currently trialling drone technology in an effort to 
enhance the customer’s experience. 

One of the biggest players in this space is Uber, 
whose Uber Eats division has grown rapidly in 
recent years. It predicts that drone deliveries will 
be so prevalent in a decade’s time that fast food 
restaurants will actually design their kitchens 
around them. 

In June 2019, the FAA granted Uber the right to test 
its drone delivery services in the city of San Diego 
and the technology company has been working 

closely with McDonald’s to design special delivery 
packages that keep burgers and fries hot and 
intact during flights. Uber says its drones can make 
a delivery over a 1.5 mile distance in just seven 
minutes, far quicker than the 21 minutes it would 
take a car or cyclist to complete the same trip.

Passenger transport 

In the future drones could also be used for 
passenger transportation and a number of 
companies including Boeing, Airbus, and Ehang, 
are already working hard to make this happen. The 
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futuristic idea of taxis flying through the sky above 
our cities may be closer to reality than you think.

Once again, Uber is a key player here. Its Uber 
Elevate team is focused on transforming the world 
through aerial ridesharing, and is working closely 
with stakeholders to create aerial ridesharing 
networks that are safe, environmentally conscious, 
and integrate with other transportation options. 
Its goal is to commence commercial operations in 
2023.

The epitome of a smart city, Dubai also has big 
plans for aerial taxis, and it has been testing 
passenger drones for a number of years now. Its 
goal is to transform 25% of its transportation to 
autonomous mode by 2030. 

Construction

Construction is another industry that is likely 
to benefit significantly from the use of drone 

technology. In fact, according to Goldman Sachs, 
construction will be the biggest user of commercial 
drones in the future. Already, major construction 
companies such as Caterpillar are using drone 
technology to generate aerial insights. 

Drones can benefit the construction industry in 
a number of ways. For instance, drones are very 
helpful for initial construction surveys as they 
can provide detailed pictures of the land prior 
to construction. Thanks to advances in drone 

technology, UAVs are now able to produce 
extremely accurate contour maps and 3D models. 

Drones are also very helpful for project monitoring 
as builders can use drones to collect real-time data 
about projects and understand what’s happening 
on site. Aerial insights improve progress tracking 
and help builders identify problems early,  before 
they become costly. Additionally, drone surveys 
can also support site logistics and enhance overall 
security. 
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Insurance 

Drones are also likely to play a major role in 
insurance in the years ahead. In this industry, there 
are a number of ways that drones can increase 
efficiency. 

In insurance, drones can be used to gather data 
before a risk is insured. For example, drones can 
capture images of a property prior to the insurance 
company providing cover. Aerial site assessments 
are very helpful in terms of identifying unique 
property features, and the precise photos that 
drones are able to take can help improve the 
claims process and mitigate fraud. 

Drones can also play a key role in natural disaster 
monitoring. For instance, in the event of a hurricane, 
a drone can provide feedback on the extent of the 
damage long before the area is safe for humans. 
In the days following Hurricane Harvey in 2017, 
drones performed many critical tasks to evaluate 
the damage.

Emergency services

Finally, the use of drones within emergency services 
is something we are likely to see far more of in the 
future. Within this industry, the possibilities are 
endless. 

For example, during a wildfire, a drone equipped 
with a thermal camera can fly over the fire to 
identify the most effective location to drop water. 
After a major traffic accident, drones can be used 
to visualise the magnitude of the accident, and 
potentially redirect traffic. At a large sporting event, 
police can use drones for surveillance to help 
mitigate the threat of terrorism.  

Drones are also uniquely suited to search and 
rescue missions, as they can cover far more 
distance than searchers on foot. It takes 25 people 
approximately 35 hours to search one square mile 
for a missing person, however, with a drone, it can 
be done in just 30 minutes. 

Add Drone-Tech to your Watchlist

Your capital is at risk

https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/renewableenergy/stats
https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/dronetech/stats
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Looking at the wide range of commercial applications for drones, it’s 
clear that the industry has strong growth potential. Companies that are 
focused on drone technology could stand to profit substantially in the 
years ahead.

Already, a significant amount of venture capital is flowing into the drone industry. 
For example, in 2018, Joby Aviation, an American technology company that is 
developing an air taxi prototype, raised $100 million from a number of investors 
including Intel, Toyota, and JetBlue. Meanwhile, drone firms Precision Hawk and 
Skydio raised $75 million and $42 million respectively. Overall, a total of $702 
million was invested into the drone industry in 2018, up from $625 million in 
2017. Almost all the world’s most powerful technology companies, including 
Amazon, Microsoft, Google, and Uber have invested in drone technology in 
recent years. 

Yet for private investors who are looking for exposure from the drone sector, 
there are challenges. Like any rapidly-evolving industry, the unmanned aerial 
vehicle industry is highly competitive, and this means that some players will 

succeed, while others will struggle. The most sensible approach, therefore, is to 
invest in a diversified portfolio of stocks that provides you with broad exposure 
to the industry and eliminates the risk of a poor performing company hurting 
your investment returns. 

To help clients gain diversified exposure to this high-growth industry, eToro has 
launched its DroneTech CopyPortfolio — a fully allocated thematic investment 
portfolio focused specifically on drone stocks.

Designed to enable long-term investors exposure to the drone technology 
growth story, this investment strategy offers exposure to some of 
the most exciting drone stocks in the world, while minimising risk for 
investors through its diversified approach. 

Add Drone-Tech to your Watchlist

Your capital is at risk

https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/renewableenergy/stats
https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/dronetech/stats
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CopyPortfolio Composition*
Drone-Tech

• AeroVironment, Inc. (AVAV)

• Airbus Group (AIR.PA)

• Alphabet (GOOG)

• Amazon (AMZN)

• Ambarella Inc (AMBA)

• Amphenol Corp. (APH)

• Balfour Beatty (BBY.L)

• Boeing (BA)

• Caterpillar (CAT)

• General Dynamics Corp (GD)

• General Electric Co (GE)

• Heico Corporation (HEI)

• Honeywell International Inc (HON)

• Indra Sistemas, S.A. Class A (IDR.MC)

• Intel (INTC)

• Jabil Circuit Inc (JBL)

• Kratos Defense & SEC Solutions (KTOS)

• Leonardo SpA (LDO)

• Lockheed Martin Corporation (LMT)

• Microsoft (MSFT)

• Northrop Grumman Corp (NOC)

• NVIDIA Corporation (NVDA)

• Parrot SA (PARRO.PA)

• Raytheon Co (RTN)

• Safran SA (SAF.PA)

• Sony (SNE)

• Spirit AeroSystems Holdings Inc (SPR)

• STMicroelectronics Company (STM.MI)

• Texas Instruments Inc (TXN)

• Textron Inc (TXT)

• Thales SA (HO.PA)

• TransDigm Group, Inc. (TDG)

• Trimble Inc. (TRMB)

• Uber (UBER)

• United-Technologies (UTX)

• Walmart (WMT)

• Xiaomi Corp. (1810.HK) 
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Allocation by Geography*

*By Headquarters
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Summary Drone technology has the potential to disrupt a wide range of 
industries, and as the commercial use of drones skyrockets in the 
years ahead, there will be many opportunities for astute investors. 

However, profiting from this exciting growth story may not 
be straightforward. There are many different sub-themes to 
understand, and not all drone stocks are likely to be winning 
investments. 

For this reason, a drone technology-focused portfolio, which invests 
in a broad range of drone companies and minimises stock-specific 
risk, is the most sensible approach to investing in this niche industry.
 
For those looking to gain exposure to the drone market, eToro’s 
DroneTech CopyPortfolio offers an innovative and cost-effective 
way to invest. 

To learn more about how our CopyPortfolios work, click here

Add Drone-Tech to your Watchlist

Your capital is at risk

https://go.etoro.com/en/one-pager-copyportfolio
https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/renewableenergy/stats
https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/dronetech/stats


Investment Objective:
Although originally developed for military use, in recent years, drones have been flying overhead
everywhere, used by commercial entities, and for recreational purposes. The use of unmanned aerial
vehicles is expected to grow and expand to areas such as agriculture, construction, security, package
deliveries, warehouse management and transportation in the near future.

This portfolio provides investors with exposure to the different verticals within the growth potential of
commercial and military drone applications. Companies in the portfolio include those that build
drones, implement AI and image processing capabilities and drone technology as part of their
business strategy. This thematic investment strategy offers a unique blend for investors wishing to
gain exposure to this emerging technological trend coming into the mainstream. Each stock is given
equal weight within the composition, to create a diversified, balanced portfolio that gives investors
one-click exposure to an industry expected to experience exponential growth.

Is this the right CopyPortfolio for you?

1. Are seeking exposure to a wide-range of companies involved in drone technology, covering the
sector from different angles.

2. Balanced and diversified exposure to an array of companies within the sector.

3. Looking for a research-based diversified exposure to Drone technology and its potential by using
a global equities allocation.

CopyPortfolios™DroneTech CopyPortfolio – Drone Technology

Top 10 Holdings (By Market Cap):

1. Microsoft – MSFT

2. Amazon – AMZN

3. Alphabet – GOOG

4. Walmart - WMT

5. Intel - INTC

6. Boeing - BA

7. Honeywell International Inc - HON

8. Airbus Group – AIR.PA

9. United-Technologies – UTX

10. Texas Instruments - TXN

Key Benefits

1. Research-backed, diversified exposure to global 
companies that are part of the Drone technology 
revolution.

2. Capital markets exposure to an innovative 
industry that presents an investment opportunity 
for those who wish to enter this space at an early 
stage.

3. Diversified portfolio with a long-term approach. 

Disclaimer :

eToro is a multi-asset platform which offers both investing in stocks and cryptocurrencies, as well as 
trading CFD assets. Your capital is at risk. CopyPortfolios™ is a portfolio management product. 
CopyPortfolios™ should not be considered as exchange traded funds, nor as hedge funds.

Enhancing Thematic Investing:

CopyPortfolios are professionally built using eToro’s social features and its vast array of financial
instruments. Leaning on its large database, comprising data generated by millions of users,
CopyPortfolios bundle financial assets under one predetermined market strategy or traders into one
diversified investment portfolio. CopyPortfolios offer many benefits to both experienced and novice
investors, enabling them to add depth and financial innovation to their portfolios.

Key Facts:

Name:
DroneTech CopyPortfolio –
Drone Technology

Currency: USD

Asset Class: Global Equities

Launch Month: July 2019

Weighting: Equally Weighted

Rebalancing 
Schedule:

Yearly (or by Investment 
Committee discretion)

Number of 
Holdings:

37

Current Min 
Investment :

USD 2,000

About eToro:

For more than a decade, eToro has been a leader in the global Fintech revolution. It is the world’s

leading social trading network, with millions of registered users and an array of innovative trading and

investment tools. CopyPortfolios aim to help investors minimise long-term risk and promote

opportunities for growth, by taking copy trading to the next level and creating diversified investments.



For more information regarding CopyPortfolios, 
contact: copyportfolios@etoro.com 
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Research.html
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